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What People Say
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kilt
meaning that something is so 

funny that they were dying with 

laughter; killed

ratchet
unappealing; not putting time 
into your appearance which 
results in a lack of outfit 
coherence

turn upused to describe being wild 

and crazy with your friends; 

also known as turnt up

YAS
extreme satisfaction or approval with something said or done by another

#
A week of 

 HASHTAGS
Slang terms become

 large part of students’
 everyday conversations

on point/
fleek
something that looks 
good
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salty
being angry, agitated, or 

upset about something or 

someone

gucci
a way of saying something 

is cool, awesome, or good; 

comes from the fashion 

label Gucci

basic
something that’s 

uninteresting, boring or 

not unique

dry
something that’s very 

boring

yeet
used to express 

excitementJonnajah Isaiah, 9

Eric Sutton, 10 Cade Thompson, 10

#tt
#wcw

#tbt

#fbf
#scs

#ss

18%man crush monday

woman crush wednesday

flashback friday

transformation tuesday

throwback thursday

selfie sunday

so cute saturday

#mcm

Olivia Blann, 12

squada group of individuals that usually 

hangout with each other
“Instead of calling out like 5 different 

people, I can say squad.”

     From hearing new words to saying new 
words, it seemed like slang terms were ever-
changing. However, some caught on quicker 
than others, like “turn up.” 

“I say turn up for no reason at all, just at 
random times,” sophomore Ellie Mohon said. 
“I’ll be hanging out with my friends and when 
we decide to do something, I just say turn up.” 

Dry, squad and yeet were also popular. 

“Squad consists of me, Kip Williams, Kyrian 
Williams, Cade Thompson, Colton Russell, Nick 
Kelly, JT Morgan, Wesley Sorenson and Kyle 
Choate,” junior Colby Gillespie said. “We all go 
to the volleyball games, football games and 
basketball games, and those of us who don’t 
play baseball support the ones who do.” 

People thought ‘fleek’ would never fade.
“I say fleek, because I’m always on fleek,” 

senior Malik Gailes said. “It’s just been 
adopted into my everyday vocabulary, for 
example, ‘yo outfit’s on FLEEK.’” 

Using these slang words is a way that 
defined the year.

“Our generation has a universal bond 
through the language we use,” sophomore 
Anna Cannon said, “and slang is one of the 
ways we connect with each other.”

 what’cha say?survey of 
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fam
derived from the word “family” that 

refers to people who are close to you

“My fam is usually the guys or girls I 

see everyday including my siblings, 

specifically the ones who I’m closest to.”

bae
an acronym meaning: “before 

anyone else”
“Most of the time I refer to food 

as bae because I love food.”

2%

slay
meaning killed it, succeeded in something 

amazing. 

“Slay is another word for fleek. You’re either 

on fleek or slaying. I’m always slaying even 

on my worst days, it’s nothing really.”


